INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of wireless communication and positioning technologies, more services can be provided for mobile users, e.g. querying nearest neighbors, analyzing the history information of moving objects and searching the shortest path. At the same time, more and more location data of moving objects can be collected ( [8] ). Especially, the trajectory can keep record of the positions of moving objects over time which are used for querying analysis and prediction.
As an example, let us analyze the queries "where was the nearest ambulance to the place of the accident at that time" and "find all taxis whose distances are within 2 kilometers to the gas-station between 9:00am and 12:00am last Monday".
In order to answer these queries, one has to analyze the details of the moving objects trajectories such as position and time, as well as the underlying network information to compute network distances, get the results and give some feedback to the query user.
The distance computation is the most important step in processing these kinds of query. The efficiency of the distance function has direct impact over these queries. Recently, there has been some research work about distance computation on Euclidean space ( [5] , [14] , and [17] ). However, the distance value there is different from the one in road networks. The former is conventional and straightforward while the latter is much more complex, especially the process of calculating and searching. Specifically, the distance in a network depends on the shortest path connecting the location points and cannot be computed accurately by Euclidean distance metric.
Consider the following example: there are three points in the network shown in the Figure 1 : p1, p2, and p3. The Euclidean distance value between p2 and p3 is the length of the line directly connecting them. However, the network distance should be the length of the shortest path along the route from p2 to p3 (we assume the network is bidirectional which means that there is no single route). So, the network distance and the Euclidean distance between p2 and p3 are different.
Figure 1 Sample road network
The network model of the most recent research on distance calculating is mainly graph-oriented, e.g. [2, 7, 15] , which means the network is divided into nodes and edges. Some of these works only consider static objects or spatial objects without moving objects, e.g. [14, 10, 12] . The graph-oriented modeling method is straightforward and simple. However, as the real road network is quite complex, its representation ability is not well enough. It is not the best one to represent transportation networks.
In this paper, we use the route-oriented network model first presented in [4] , where some discussion about the advantage of the route-oriented model over the graphoriented one can be found. Additionally, an index structure has been presented which is capable to support range queries over moving objects data sets, called MON-Tree ( [1] ). However, the usage of the MON-Tree is limited to range queries and the network connectivity information is not kept in the index currently, which means the MONTree is not able to support the query based on the network distance, the so-called connectivity based query ( [16] ), such as the examples presented above.
Motivated by these observations, we present an operator called circle with its corresponding algorithm using the MON-Tree index structure that can efficiently answer connectivity-based query for moving objects in road networks. The operator receives a network position p (query point), a radius r, and a time interval [t1, t2] as arguments and returns all the moving objects that have had distance to p less than r during the time interval [t1, t2]. To the best of our knowledge, the problem discussed in this paper has not been well studied by the database community.
We show in an experimental evaluation using the circle operator that our approach is efficient and it outperforms the only existed index structure capable to handle connectivity-based query currently in the literature: the TMIS ( [16] ).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we discuss in detail the difference between the Euclidean distance and the network distance; besides we also survey the existed research work for connectivity-based query in road network. Section 3 proposes our method including the framework for storing network connectivity information using the MON-Tree, the description of the circle operator and its algorithm. Section 4 contains the experimental evaluation of our approach. Finally, Section 5 finishes the paper with some conclusions.
RELATED WORK
In this section we present some discussion about the recent work related to ours in order to position our paper in the current state of the literature.
Distances in Road Network
There has been much research work about network distance computation in spatial databases, but most of them do not refer to the distance value for moving objects in road networks. Papadias et al. in [12] present the most popular queries in spatial network database, namely nearest neighbors, closest pairs and e-distance joins, but it only considers static objects in road networks. Shahabi and Kolahdouzan in [13] propose an embedding technique called RNE for distance computation in road networks which converts all the points to a higher dimensional space and uses the Chessboard metric for distance measurements in the new space. Their approach is based on transforming the road networks into a higher dimensional space and it requires a pre-computation of the distances from all or a group of points to the other points without exploring the index structure. The computation result is not precisely enough after transforming and it is just an approximation of the actual distance which in the worst case is distorted by a factor of O (log n). The group of Jensen in [6] concerns active, ordered k-nearest neighbor queries and also presents a data model (2D and graph representation) that serves for the queries. However, their network model is graphoriented which is different from our network model. Besides, if the number of nodes in network is large, the time and space cost of frequently model transformation may be much high as they choose the method of precomputing. Mouratidis's work in ( [11] ) is similar to the problem discussed here, but the network model they have chosen is different from ours and our method using index structure can be directly added into a database system. For distance computation, using an index structure can improve its efficiency because the calculation can be directly processed in the index which leads to low frequency of disk accesses for retrieving the underlying information of the road network. Since our approach presented in this work uses the MONTree as an underlying index structure ( [1] ), we present a short overview of it. The MON-Tree is an index structure capable to store the trajectories of moving objects in road networks. It is composed by two levels as can be seen in Figure 2 which consists of a 2D R-Tree (the top R-Tree) and a set of 2D R-Trees (the bottom R-Trees). The top level indices the polylines of the network and the bottom level indices the objects movements. More details can be seen in [1] . Currently, the main disadvantage of the MON-Tree is that it does not support network connectivity, not being able to answer connectivity-based query such as distance query.
MON-Tree

TMIS
TMIS which is shown in Figure 3 presented by Li and Lin in [16] is considerably close to our work. To the best of our knowledge, this is the only index structure in the literature capable to handle connectivity-based query for moving objects in road networks. It is not a novel index structure but a group of simple and classical index structures which are linked together through the topology of a network, i.e. B-tree and R-tree. The leaf node in the tree is an entry which consists of the search value and a pointer to the trajectory data of moving objects. There are three kinds of entry: Real-time entry, Arc-based entry, and Node-based entry. They are used to locate the arc and node in the original trajectory data. Node-based entry and Real-time entry are indexed by B-tree and Arc-based entry is indexed by R-tree. A turn table ( [8] ) is employed to record the connectivity information during the process of building the index structure, which saves all connections between two arcs via the node. The structure of TMIS is quite complex which consists of many tables each of them corresponding to an index structure for maintaining the underlying network. For each arc (in graph-oriented model) it builds two tables to store two kinds of entry representing a time instant when an object moves into the arc and a time interval during which an object stays on the arc, respectively. Thus, if the network is large, the structure becomes relatively difficult to maintain. Another drawback of TMIS is the network model used which is graph-based leading to a high number of entries in the structure and lots of update to maintain it.
CONNECTIVITY-BASED QUERIES
In this section, we start in Section 3.1 with an overview of our proposed framework which is to store the network connectivity information. In Section 3.2 we present the circle operator, in Section 3.3 an algorithm is shown which is able to efficiently calculate the network distance traversing the MON-Tree index structure and then returns the moving objects.
Framework
For supporting connectivity-based and proximity queries such as the nearest neighbors which are based on the network distance, the network connectivity information should be kept in the index structure in order to reduce the number of disk access. In this section, we present a framework to represent the connectivity information which is stored in the top level of MON-Tree index structure. The framework consists of three components which are junction, adjacency and section defined as follows. Figure 4 . This sketch corresponds to the network in Figure 1 . As shown in the figure, a tuple in the junction component is actually a spatial point where two routes intersect and it records all its connecting nodes. In addition, it is assigned a Hilbert value which tries to keep the junctions close in disk representation, hopefully in the same disk page. Records in the adjacency and section components are stored by the order of connecting junctions in the junction component, because they are always accessed via the junction component. 
Circle Operator
In this section we propose an operator that computes the network distance, called circle. The operator has three arguments: a network position (center) q = (rid, pos), a distance (radius) r, and a time interval [t 1 , t 2 ]. It returns all the moving objects which are at distance no more than r from q during the interval [t 1 , t 2 ]. The general idea can be seen as follows: the first parameter represents a position in the road network. The operator firstly tries to find all the segments which are within the given distance r to the query point q. It is straightforward if all the segments are in the same route. Otherwise, the processing is relatively complex because the segments in different routes have to be included. When it comes to this case, the connectivity framework presented in Section 3.1 is used to search and find the segments in other routes. So, all the segments whose network distance to the center of circle (q) is less than the circle radius's value have to be retrieved. Afterwards, with the route intervals and the given time interval it returns all the moving objects. As the bottom Rtrees in MON-Tree record all the objects movements, the historical information of moving objects can be easily retrieved.
The Algorithm.
The algorithm for the circle operator performs in two steps: firstly, it locates the route where q lies on, and then all the pieces of routes are expected starting from the network position argument q. It finds all the route segments within the given network distance to the query point. This step is done using the infrastructure presented in Section 3.1 (see Figure 4) . The query point has to be transformed to its nearest junction point which is an intersection point of routes because it can easily find the connected segments with the connectivity information. This step finishes when the distance r is reached or when there is nothing else to expand. In the end of this step, every piece of the route retrieved becomes a query to the bottom R-Tree in the second step. Secondly, every piece of route is translated into a route interval together with the query time interval [t 1 , t 2 ] and then becomes an argument into the search in the corresponding bottom R-Tree of that route. This step traverses the bottom level R-trees in MON-tree to retrieve all the objects movements during the given time interval.
Algorithm1 Algorithm Circle
INPUT: MON-Tree R, q = (rid, pos), r, t 1 , t 2 1: Q ← ∅ 2: R i = GetRoute (R, q); 3: starting from R i , find all the route segments which are within the given distance r to q and put them to queue Q which records route segments. The route segments in Q are stored by the increasing order of their network distance to q. 
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
To examine the performance of our proposal, we performed an experimental evaluation to compare our work with TMIS.
Environment
For our experiments we used a personal computer IBM ThinkPad R50 with the following configuration: Pentium 1.5 GHz and 512 Mbytes of main memory, running Fedora Core 2. The implementation was done with C++ and compiled using g++ version 3.3.
Data Sets and queries
The experiments are performed using a real data set of the road network of Germany downloaded from [19] . The statistics about the data sets can be seen in Table 1 . We generated 13k moving objects in the road network of Germany. For queries, we randomly generated 5, 10, 20, and 50 query points with radii of 100, 200, and 500. The circle representation can be divided into two parts; one is spatial information including the location in the network and the radius value, the other is time information representing the querying time interval. As the network model is different for the two methods, the representation of location in road network is also different. In TMIS, the format is <arcid, nid, offset>, while in our approach the format is <rid, p>.
Results
Using the queries generated as explained above, we recorded the time spent and number of disk accesses by running 10 times for each kind of query. The results are shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7 . The query results are moving objects within the distance value (the radius in circle) to the query point during the given time interval.
We analyze the main reason for the advantage of the MONTree is the access method for network connectivity. All the connectivity information is recorded in the junction component and the records are saved by Hilbert value leading to less time of traversing the structure. Besides, it is not necessary to record the connectivity in the same route according to route-oriented model. However, in TMIS it lacks an efficient data access method among nodes It is also seen from the figures that the advantage of our approach is more significant when the number of queries is larger. Moreover, the increase of the number of queries (query points) has a linear effect in our approach, which is not true for the TMIS. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose an efficient technique for distance computation in road networks which supports network connectivity information and connectivity-based query, such as nearest neighbors and the shortest path.
We have experimentally evaluated our method against the TMIS which is, to the best of our knowledge, the only index structure that supports connectivity-based query. Our tests are based on the circle operator, which we also provide an efficient algorithm. The experimental and some analytical results have demonstrated that our approach outperformed the TMIS, especially when the number of queries is large.
Our plans for future work are to add our work to Secondo ( [18] ) which is an extensible database system. Thus, the database system can efficiently support various queries which are closely related to road network distance, such as nearest neighbors, shortest path, and closest pair queries. 
